
TUC RUGiL ATTLEE RAISE COAL TARGET 

Coal mining modernized and in clean surroundings is the 

lead given by Fife shire, proving that the Industry can 

provide an attractive career. The five-day week has been 

started. Britain must get the coal or go acwu. From the 

woiked-out, semi-derelict coalfield of East Lanaik Fire 

has tdcen over. With all its eggs in one basket East 

&e ttcm a ^wpi'in uuud ai uu^ an object lesson of what 

the coal industry must avoid if it is to play its essen

tial part in the Industrial New Ira. 

On a prefab colony Fife temporarily houses not only 

its mine *sai»ears but workers in other industries 
for 
to whom permanent houses are being built. On the River 

Tummel near Pitloch^ry a hydro-electric plant is one of 

the many new industrial undertakings going ahead side by 

side with the new coalfield. So much for Fife. The 

Coal Board, led by Lord Hyndley, miners' leader Arthur 

Horner and other experts in support, is confident that 

the coal target of two hundred million tons this year 

will be reached. Latest type machinery is going into 

the mines as fast as it can be produced. Meanwhile the 

T.U. C .  urges the Government to raise the target by 

twenty million tons. Many experts advocate that summer 

coal allocations go first to factories where waste is 

avoided, the more important industries taking priority. 
at 

Better grading of coal is possible A* modern mines, not 

only giving a square deal to the consumer but thereby 

getting the last ounce of value out or every ton. 



ill remove 

(2)  

Washed coal, the right of every 

a major grievance of the big consumer. It also saves 

the railways the high cost or transporting thcu sanas of 

tons of waste matuer in their emaf trucks. 

Mining is already attracting thousands of recruits. 

No longer need the man at the coal face trudge home with 

filthy boots, nor go home dirty himself. The miner 

will become one of the aristefcrats of the working 
A!crcO 

community* The whole country at last knows it owes 

to coal and the men who mine it. 


